Updated November 2021

Undergraduate Student Travel Restriction Exception: Request and Approval
Traveler’s name:
Traveler’s PID

Traveler's Email

Traveler’s major:

Anticipated graduation date:

Dates of travel:

through

Destination(s)city and country:
State Department Travel Advisory Level: _______
and short description of risks cited on the State
Department website (e.g. “because of COVID-19” or “due to terrorism”) Find at: Travel Advisories (state.gov)

Vaccination rate of destination country Find at: Covid World Vaccination Tracker - The New York Times
(nytimes.com): Fully vaccinated ________ %
For comparison: U.S. vaccination rate as of November 10, 2021 59%
Description of proposed itinerary detailing travel route:

Purpose of proposed activity and explanation as to why the activity cannot be fulfilled remotely via video
conference or through other electronic means:

A description of travel risks and how you propose to mitigate those risks during the trip and upon return to
campus. Please address factors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall COVID-19 cases and deaths in the destination country
Cases and deaths per 100K population of destination country
Vaccination rates at destination
COVID-19 suppression risk level
Other factors that may help strengthen a case for approval including vaccination against COVID-19
Support in the destination country such as through a local host or program administrator or family
present in the destination country

I certify that I will be at least 18 years of age on the date of departure:
I certify that I plan to remain at a fixed location:
Traveler’s signature:
Date:

To be completed by the relevant faculty advisor:
Essential academic justification for the proposed travel and an explanation as to why the work cannot be fulfilled
remotely via video conference or through other electronic means, and why the work cannot be completed during
a future term or semester:

I am aware that my advisee is requesting an approval to travel internationally, and I certify that the proposed
travel fulfills a distinguishing academic or professional credential or qualification, such as advanced language
study, thesis research requiring access to an archive only available in another country, or other academic purpose
essential to an advanced multi-year academic program.
Advisor signature:
Advisor name:
Date:

To be completed by the chair of the relevant faculty advisor’s department
I have reviewed Carolina’s guidance on international travel (Travel Policies and Exceptions - UNC Global) and have
determined that the articulated benefits to the University of this request outweigh the risks associated with the
travel.
Dean’s signature
College or School:
Date:

